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21-1/2�
Ref.

1/2 Gallon
Polycarbonate
Reservoir

NEMA 12
(Gasketed)
Enclosure

5/16� Dia. Mtg.
Holes (4 Places)

13� W/Door Open

8�
6�

10 3/4�

The Six Pack system from Oil-Rite® provides simplicity and convenience in one easy to
use package.  Each system is equipped with a bank of air operated PurgeX® pumps.  A
solid state timer controls the �on� and �off� times of the delivery cycle through a 3-way
solenoid valve.  All components are wired and plumbed to a back plate that is enclosed
in a hinged door NEMA 12 enclosure, protecting components from the environment.  A
rugged 1/2 gallon crystal clear polycarbonate reservoir with a hinged lid mounted on
top, feeds the system and allows for visual confirmation of the fluid level.  This system
proves a valuable solution for many applications.   Each pump operates 
independently, allowing for individual adjustment of flow to each lube point.  This 
precise delivery allows for efficient use of expensive fluids as well as virtually 
eliminating any excess fluid entering the environment.

� No Priming Necessary-Positive Inlet Suction
� Purges entrained air-will not vapor lock
� Suck-Back feature (no after drip) from outlet
� Vacuum of 20�-25� Hg generated on fluid inlet
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Catalog No. Description
B3471-106 6 point lubrication system
B3471-112 12 point lubrication system
B3471-118 18 point lubrication system

Air pressure 40-125 psi
Seals Buna-N & Viton® (other seals available)

Liquid delivery per cycle 0 to .012 cu. in., adjustable
Temperature range -15º F 180º F
Piston ratio 9:1
Piston diameter and stroke .250 dia by .250 stroke (inches)

Reservoir capacity 1/2 gallon (other capacities available)

Voltage requirement 120V/60Hz (other voltages available)

Enclosure NEMA 12
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In this application, the Six Pack is used
to provide 6 points of lubrication for
chains, gears, and bearings.  Complete
turn-key systems. Reservoir

NEMA 12
enclosure

PurgeX 6 point
manifold 
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